ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION HEARINGS
JULY 27, 2022
Hearing agendas are not able to be modified prior to the hearing date. If a preceding
hearing finishes within the time allotted, the subsequent hearing can begin ahead of
the scheduled start time if all parties are present and agree to the change of schedule.
All hearings are open to the public unless otherwise noted. All hearings will be held in the
Routt County Historic Courthouse - 522 Lincoln Avenue, Hearing Room, Steamboat
Springs - or otherwise noted. When attending remotely, please join 10 minutes before
the item to ensure you are present for the beginning of the item.

Join our meeting via our Zoom Link .
To join by telephone dial 1 -346 -248 -7799
Webinar ID: 830 6545 2581 Password: 650926

OVERVIEW OF HEARING PROCEDURES
The hearing officer, having been appointed by the Board of County Commissioners as
an independent referee, will conduct the hearing. No discussion of taxes will be allowed,
as the subject matter of the hearings are in relation to property valuation and/or
classification. The procedure for each hearing is as follows; the Assessor's Office will
present their evidence and the Petitioner will have the opportunity to ask questions, the

Petitioner will present their evidence and the Assessor's Office will have the
opportunity to ask questions, and the hearing office will have a chance to ask
questions addressed to both parties.
If property valuation is at issue : Value is determined as of June 30, 2020. State statute
and Routt County policy provide that value is determined based on market data during
a 24 -month period ending June 30, 2020. Statute does allow the Assessor to look back
in additional 6 month increments, up to 5 years, for unique properties, in order to obtain
sufficient comparable sales data. Neither Petitioner nor Assessor should discuss sales
that occurred after the June 30, 2020 effective appraisal date as they cannot be
considered relevant – unless the sold property was placed under contract prior to the
effective appraisal date.
The Assessment Date for all property is January 1 st of each year, so the property is valued
and classified as it existed on January 1 st as to its use and condition.
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R8162747 MORRISSEY

The Assessment Date for all property is January 1 st of each year, so the property is valued
and classified as it existed on January 1 st as to its use and condition.
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R8162747 MORRISSEY

Documents:
R8162747 MORRISSEY.PDF
ASSESSORS REPORT-CBOE HEARING-MORRISSEY R8162747.PDF
3.
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P.M.

R8164213 SEITZ

Documents:
R8164213 SEITZ.PDF
ASSESSORS REPORT-CBOE HEARING-SEITZ R8164213.PDF
ADMINISTRATIVE DENIAL.PDF
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2:00
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R8173061 BACKURZ LIVING TRUST

Documents:
R8173061 BACKURZ LIVING TRUST.PDF
ASSESSORS REPORT-CBOE HEARING-BACKURZ R8173061.PDF
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2:30

P.M.

R4214236 BRABEC/ STEAMBOAT BOULEVARD LLC

Documents:
R4214236 BRABEC FOR STEAMBOAT BOULEVARD LLC.PDF
ASSESSORS REPORT-CBOE HEARING-STEAMBOAT BOULEVARD LLC
R4214236.PDF
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R8171518 SMITH

Documents:
R8171518 SMITH.PDF
ASSESSORS REPORT-CBOE HEARING-SMITH R8171518.PDF
7.

3:30

P.M.

R6254791 HOFFNER

Documents:
R6254791 HOFFNER.PDF
R6254791 ADMINISTRATIVE DENIAL REQUEST.PDF
ASSESSORS REPORT-CBOE HEARING-HOFFNER R6254791.PDF
8.
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MEETING ADJOURNED

All programs, services and activities of Routt County are operated in compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act. If you need a special accommodation as a result of a
disability, please call the Commissioners Office at (970) 879-0108 to assure that we can
meet your needs. Please notify us of your request as soon as possible prior to the
scheduled event. Routt County uses the Relay Colorado service. Dial 711 or TDD (970)
870-5444.

2022
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: July 27, 2022 @ 1:00pm
Account#: R8162747

PIN#: 186900040

Owner of Record: MORRISSEY, ARTHUR M.
Legal Desc:

LOT 40 SILVERVIEW ESTATES FILING #1

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2020

Assessment Date: January 1, 2022

Sales Collection Period: 24 months - from July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2020
2022 Original Assessor Value: $220,000 ; adjusted to: $220,000 at the 2022 assessor-level appeal.
Valuation is not being contested; appeal is for classification only.
Property Type: Vacant Land
Appeal Summary: The subject parcel is a .33-acre vacant lot, adjacent to the Petitioner’s
residentially improved parcel. Petitioner is appealing the classification assigned to the Subject
property for Tax Year 2022 of Vacant Land. Petitioner is requesting the subject property be
reclassified as Residential. Petitioner states on their appeal form that the subject parcel meets the
statutory definition of Residential Land as containing an essential improvement to the adjacent
residential lot.
The Petitioner’s appeal at the assessor-level was denied. The Subject property was inspected via
drive-by by the County Appraiser on numerous occasions in June and more recently on July 14th,
2022 in response to the filed CBOE protest. The owner (petitioner) was not present for this site
inspection.
Discussion: During the 2021 Colorado Legislative session, House Bill 21-1061 was introduced and
subsequently signed into law by Governor Polis in April of 2021. The change in law taking affect
for the next property assessment date of January 1st, 2022. HB21-1061changed the statutory
definition of Residential Land for the purposes of property tax classification, as found in §39-1102(14.4)(a)(I). The focus of the changes made to the definition involved parcels of land without a
residential dwelling. The signed bill is made part of this report as Exhibit A. Similar to the old
definition, there are three criteria that need to be met for an otherwise vacant parcel to qualify for a
residential classification; those three criteria are summarized below:
a) Contiguous - the boundary line of the subject vacant parcel is physically touching the
improved residential parcel’s boundary line. However, contiguity is not interrupted by an
intervening local street, alley, or common element in a common-interest community.
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b) Common Ownership – Identical ownership based on the record of title, between the vacant
parcel (subject) and improved parcel containing a residence.
c) Use - The parcel without a residence contains a related improvement that is essential to the
use of the residential improvement next door. “Related Improvement” is further defined
within the statute to mean a driveway, parking space, or improvement other than a building,
or that portion of a building designed for use predominantly as a place of residency.
The biggest change in this statutory definition from the prior version is the criteria of Use, or how
the vacant parcel is used in connection with the house parcel. Removed from the statute was the
phrase “….used as a unit in conjunction with the [adjacent] residential improvement….” Replaced
by item ‘C’ above “a related improvement that is essential” to the adjacent residence. The key
word added is the term “essential”. This was deliberate as the former phrase for how the parcel is
used was very broad in meaning and the supreme court rulings rejected the Property Tax
Administrator’s direction to the assessors in the A.R.L. using the terms ‘integral’ and ‘likely to
convey together’ as part of the criteria as terms that were simply not a part of the statutory
language. Therefore, the word ‘essential’ was purposely chosen to establish an unmistakable high
degree of necessity to the use criteria of the related improvement; a use that is active rather than
passive in its character or nature. The legislative intent of the “related improvement” language
chosen was to be somewhat specific while putting some teeth to the use criteria of a non-dwelling
parcel in relation back to the house parcel.
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Judgement of the Criteria
Two of the three criteria found in the statutory definition for an otherwise vacant parcel receiving the
Residential classification requires a subjective judgement on the part of the assessor’s office. The
ownership criteria is very much a factual determination and is based on the assessment date - as of
January 1st is the ownership of record identical – with variations allowed by statute for middle
initials, and full names vs. shorten names. The Subject is not in dispute on meeting the ownership
requirement. The second criteria of contiguous in the case of the subject parcel and the adjacent
house parcel is also straight forward as the two parcels touch along a common boundary line, so the
criteria of Continuity is clear and conclusive. This leaves the third criteria of a related improvement
essential to the house parcel – this criteria is always a judgment call for the assessor’s office; this has
not changed from the prior definition and the new definition. It is something highly subjective, and
should only be determined on a case-by-case basis. The policy or standard established by the Routt
County Assessor as it pertains to the vacant-contiguous parcels for the third criteria of a related
improvement essential to the adjoining residence is this:
Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel? A house without secured access (a platted or deeded driveway
easement has secured access) is a dysfunction, and thus the need to control the parcel
with the driveway is considered essential is one example. A house or condo without
adequate parking available is another; if the only room for a garage or parking is
across the alley on another lot, owning and using that second parcel in that capacity
solves a dysfunction of the house parcel and therefore would be considered
‘essential’. A house without adequate yard space, and the vacant parcel next door is
developed into a functioning landscape to serve as the home’s primary yard space
can be looked at as solving an inadequacy of the house parcel and its lack of an
appropriate yard area.
The judgment is against the property, not the owner. Example: a house with a 3-car
garage is certainly providing adequate parking to a single-family residence.
However, a particular owner with a large RV, a ski boat and fishing dory may find
this 3-car garage house and its driveway is inadequate for his need or desire to house
his recreational toys and feel the need to have a secondary garage on a second lot,
and consider that essential to him owning a residence. The focus of these judgements
is on the real estate, not the owner. Thus the question in these cases to be answered
is: Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel (real estate)? The standard given by the statutory language is
‘essential’. A simple dictionary meaning of that word is absolutely necessary;
indispensable. The Colorado Supreme Court referenced Merriam-Webster
Dictionary in the Hogan case that ‘essential’ means “of the upmost importance.”
Black’s Law Dictionary (6th edition) definition reads: “Indispensably necessary;
important in the highest degree; requisite. That which is required for the continued
existence of a thing.” The R.C. Assessor’s Office does not focus on the term of
absolutely, but does very much look at these cases and the improvements under the
terms of “necessary or indispensable” back to the use of the residentially improved
parcel.”
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Subject Property’s Applicability to the Res Land Definition
The Subject property is held in common ownership with the Petitioner’s residential improved
parcel next door as of the January 1st, 2022 assessment date and the two parcels physically touch.
Therefore, the Subject meets the first two criterion of continuity and identical ownership found in
the statutory definition.
As to a related improvement located on the Subject property, the assessor’s office in its inspection
of the Subject found the following; the parcel has considerable landscaping improvements located
on it, including a manicured lawn extending from the adjacent house parcel –with an irrigation
system, several trees, hardscape landscaping and an additional gravel parking space.
These improvements encompass 75% of the Subject property, the remaining 25% appears to be
graded flat with 2-3 trees and no visible lawn area. Several site photos are provided in the following
pages of this report to illustrate the relationship between the Subject’s improvements and that of the
adjacent house parcel and its landscaping.
The house parcel contains a 3,087sf house, with an attached 2-car garage and is located on a 0.37acre lot. Silverview Estates has 129 platted lots ranging in size of 0.29-0.53 acres, with an average lot
size of 0.37 acres. Therefore, the house parcel is not lacking in yard space and is very typical of the
neighborhood. The two-car garage with an adequate driveway allows for additional parking if
needed.
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Red line indicates approximate lot line
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City Aerial of House parcel and Subject Vacant Lot
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Appraiser’s Conclusion & Recommendation:
The question of judgement in this appeal case is does the Subject parcel solve an inadequacy of the
house parcel – or a dysfunction? The Subject’s landscaping improvements certainly connect back to
the house nicely, but can a lawn extension and an additional parking area be considered essential? At
the site visits in June, the property was viewed and consideration was given to this appeal. After
visiting other appeals and looking at how other cases were being decided or ruled on, it was
determined that it would be inconsistent with our office policy on these vacant-contiguous properties
to reclassify this subject property back to Residential.
The house and the lot acreage it sits upon is of typical size for the neighborhood and leaves a similar
sized yard, seen throughout Silverview Estates. However, with that said, the question to be judged is:
are the related improvement(s) of the Subject parcel essential back to the house parcel? The Assessor
and County Appraiser’s conclusion is while the Subject parcel greatly enhances the yard space of the
house parcel, provides a very nice extension of their yard, an additional parking spot and creates an
effective buffer zone for the house, the Subject’s improvements are not solving or mitigating a
dysfunction of the house parcel. These improvements located on the vacant subject lot, while
certainly adding comfort and enjoyment to the house parcel, are not considered essential, but rather a
well-appointed luxury to the owner of the house parcel.
The Assessor’s Office recommendation is to deny the petitioner’s appeal to reclassify the subject to
Residential, while maintaining the current classification of Vacant Land.
Angela Finnegan
Routt County Assessor’s Office
License #CR100049189 exp 12/31/2023
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Yellow Highlights are those of the Assessor

HOUSE BILL 21-1061

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gray, Duran, Kennedy, Roberts, Titone;
also SENATOR(S) Hansen, Moreno, Story.

CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-1-102, amend
(14.4)(a) as follows:
39-1-102. Definitions. As used in articles 1 to 13 of this title 39,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(14.4) (a) (I) "Residential land" means a parcel oreontigtrotrs-parcefs
of land under common ownership upon which residential improvements are
located. ancl-ttrat- is- trsed- as- a-unit- M- c-oniunetion-witir-the-rt-sidential
improvements located thereon. The term ALSO includes. parcels
ersnip

~csiacnuai imp

(A) The-ternrMr-hid-es Land upon which residential improvements

Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material added to existing law; dashes
through words or numbers indicate deletions from existing law and such material is not part of
the act.
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were destroyed by natural cause after the date of the last assessment as
established in section 39-1-104 (10.2);
(B) The teim also includcs Two acres or less of land on which a
residential improvement is located where the improvement is not integral
to an agricultural operation conducted on such land; AND
(C) A PARCEL OF LAND WITHOUT A RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT
LOCATED THEREON, IF THE PARCEL IS CONTIGUOUS TO A PARCEL OF
RESIDENTIAL LAND THAT HAS IDENTICAL OWNERSHIP BASED ON THE RECORD
TITLE AND CONTAINS A RELATED IMPROVEMENT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
USE OF THE RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON THE IDENTICALLY
OWNED CONTIGUOUS RESIDENTIAL LAND.
(II) The tcrni "RESIDENTIAL LAND" does not include any portion of
the land that is used for any purpose that would cause the land to be
otherwise classified, except as provided for in section 39-1-103 (10.5).
(III) AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (14.4):
(A) "CONTIGUOUS" MEANS THAT THE PARCELS PHYSICALLY TOUCH;
EXCEPT THAT CONTIGUITY IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY AN INTERVENING LOCAL
STREET, ALLEY, OR COMMON ELEMENT IN A COMMON-INTEREST COMMUNITY.
(B) "RELATED IMPROVEMENT" MEANS A DRIVEWAY, PARKING SPACE,
OR IMPROVEMENT OTHER THAN A BUILDING, OR THAT PORTION OF A
BUILDING DESIGNED FOR USE PREDOMINANTLY AS A PLACE OF RESIDENCY BY
A PERSON, A FAMILY, OR FAMILIES.
SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except
that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V
of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
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November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official
declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.

i---"

Alec Garnett
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

bin Jones
CHIEF CLERK
THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

APPROVE

Leroy M. Garcia
PRESIDENT OF
THE SENATE

incteko-e--te
dukii4 Cindi
L. Markwell
SECRETARY OF
THE SENATE

2.q_12102i cAfi 12:o0cprvl
(Date and Time)

Jared S. Pol.
GOVE'
R F THE S A E OF IOLORADO
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A p p o i n t m e n t o f A g e n c y f o r P r o p e r t y Ta x M a t t e r s
Kroll LLC is authorized to represent petitioner owned vacant property contiguous to
petitioner’s residential dwelling. Any and all previous authorizations are hereby revoked.
Kroll LLC is authorized to act on petitioner’s behalf In obtaining and providing information,
negotiating, settling and assessing for all real property matters related to the property
owned, possessed, or controlled by the undersigned at the below referenced parcel(s).

Kroll LLC is delegated full authority to handle real property matters relative to
assessments and to represent us, with the assistance of legal counsel, if necessary. In
the appeal process. This authority is extended to the parcel number(s) listed below and
may be amended as necessary.
This appointment of agency remains in effect for tax year(s) 2021 -2022 or until revoked
In writing by petitioner or Kroll LLC.
All correspondence should be directed to the following;
NAME:

Bruce Cartwright
Kroll LLC

1624 Market Street, Suite 226, PMB 94453

ADDRESS:

Denver, Colorado 80202-1559
303-749-9003

SIGNED NAME:
PRINTED

.3=
NAME:

Of.

TITLE (in Relationship to Owner Entities):
D AT E E F F E C T I V E :
VA C A N T PA R C E L ; 2 0 6 7 0 0 0 2 2

Notarize

KIMBERLY LMCCLUNEY
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OFTEXAS
MY COMM. EXP 07/30/2023
NOTARY ID 1131215-3

2022
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: July 27, 2022 @ 1:30pm
Account#: R8164213

PIN#: 206700022

Owner of Record: SEITZ, JOHN N. & DOMENICA D. (JT)
Legal Desc:

LOT 22 CATAMOUNT RANCH LPSE 5.827A

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2020

Assessment Date: January 1, 2022

Sales Collection Period: 24 months - from July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2020
2022 Original Assessor Value: $775,000 ; adjusted to: $775,000 at the 2022 assessor-level appeal.
Valuation is not being contested; appeal is for classification only.
Property Type: Vacant Land
Appeal Summary: The subject parcel is a 5-acre vacant lot, adjacent to the Petitioner’s
residentially improved parcel. Petitioner is appealing the classification assigned to the Subject
property for Tax Year 2022 of Vacant Land. Petitioner is requesting the subject property be
reclassified as Residential. Petitioner states on their appeal form that the subject parcel meets the
statutory definition of Residential Land as containing an essential improvement to the adjacent
residential lot.
The Petitioner’s 2022 appeal at the assessor-level was denied. The Subject property was inspected
via drive-by by the Assessor and County Appraiser in 2016 and 2017, for classification review
purposes for abatement and protest hearings and a BAA hearing. The Subject property was most
recently inspected via drive-by by the County Appraiser on July 14th, 2022 in response to this filed
protest. The owner (petitioner) was not present for these site inspections.
The 2013-2015 abatements and 2016 protest were denied both at the Assessor level and at the
CBOE level. The BAA Docket #68957 for theses appeals ruled that the platted driveway bisecting
this lot is “used as a unit in conjunction” with the adjacent residence (lot 21) and ordered that an
area 40’x430’ be reclassified as residential – a proportionment of both a residential (6.8%) and
vacant (93.2%) classification on the subject parcel was held on the subject property for tax years
2013-2019.
Discussion: During the 2021 Colorado Legislative session, House Bill 21-1061 was introduced and
subsequently signed into law by Governor Polis in April of 2021. The change in law taking affect
for the next property assessment date of January 1st, 2022. HB21-1061changed the statutory
definition of Residential Land for the purposes of property tax classification, as found in §39-1102(14.4)(a)(I). The focus of the changes made to the definition involved parcels of land without a
residential dwelling. The signed bill is made part of this report as Exhibit A. Similar to the old
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definition, there are three criteria that need to be met for an otherwise vacant parcel to qualify for a
residential classification; those three criteria are summarized below:
a) Contiguous - the boundary line of the subject vacant parcel is physically touching the
improved residential parcel’s boundary line. However, contiguity is not interrupted by an
intervening local street, alley, or common element in a common-interest community.
b) Common Ownership – Identical ownership based on the record of title, between the vacant
parcel (subject) and improved parcel containing a residence.
c) Use - The parcel without a residence contains a related improvement that is essential to the
use of the residential improvement next door. “Related Improvement” is further defined
within the statute to mean a driveway, parking space, or improvement other than a building,
or that portion of a building designed for use predominantly as a place of residency.
The biggest change in this statutory definition from the prior version is the criteria of Use, or how
the vacant parcel is used in connection with the house parcel. Removed from the statute was the
phrase “….used as a unit in conjunction with the [adjacent] residential improvement….” Replaced
by item ‘C’ above “a related improvement that is essential” to the adjacent residence. The key
word added is the term “essential”. This was deliberate as the former phrase for how the parcel is
used was very broad in meaning and the supreme court rulings rejected the Property Tax
Administrator’s direction to the assessors in the A.R.L. using the terms ‘integral’ and ‘likely to
convey together’ as part of the criteria as terms that were simply not a part of the statutory
language. Therefore, the word ‘essential’ was purposely chosen to establish an unmistakable high
degree of necessity to the use criteria of the related improvement; a use that is active rather than
passive in its character or nature. The legislative intent of the “related improvement” language
chosen was to be somewhat specific while putting some teeth to the use criteria of a non-dwelling
parcel in relation back to the house parcel.
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Judgement of the Criteria
Two of the three criteria found in the statutory definition for an otherwise vacant parcel receiving the
Residential classification requires a subjective judgement on the part of the assessor’s office. The
ownership criteria is very much a factual determination and is based on the assessment date - as of
January 1st is the ownership of record identical – with variations allowed by statute for middle
initials, and full names vs. shorten names. The Subject is not in dispute on meeting the ownership
requirement. The second criteria of contiguous in the case of the subject parcel and the adjacent
house parcel is also straight forward as the two parcels touch along a common boundary line, so the
criteria of Continuity is clear and conclusive. This leaves the third criteria of a related improvement
essential to the house parcel – this criteria is always a judgment call for the assessor’s office; this has
not changed from the prior definition and the new definition. It is something highly subjective, and
should only be determined on a case-by-case basis. The policy or standard established by the Routt
County Assessor as it pertains to the vacant-contiguous parcels for the third criteria of a related
improvement essential to the adjoining residence is this:
Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel? A house without secured access (a platted or deeded driveway
easement has secured access) is a dysfunction, and thus the need to control the parcel
with the driveway is considered essential is one example. A house or condo without
adequate parking available is another; if the only room for a garage or parking is
across the alley on another lot, owning and using that second parcel in that capacity
solves a dysfunction of the house parcel and therefore would be considered
‘essential’. A house without adequate yard space, and the vacant parcel next door is
developed into a functioning landscape to serve as the home’s primary yard space
can be looked at as solving an inadequacy of the house parcel and its lack of an
appropriate yard area.
The judgment is against the property, not the owner. Example: a house with a 3-car
garage is certainly providing adequate parking to a single-family residence.
However, a particular owner with a large RV, a ski boat and fishing dory may find
this 3-car garage house and its driveway is inadequate for his need or desire to house
his recreational toys and feel the need to have a secondary garage on a second lot,
and consider that essential to him owning a residence. The focus of these judgements
is on the real estate, not the owner. Thus the question in these cases to be answered
is: Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel (real estate)? The standard given by the statutory language is
‘essential’. A simple dictionary meaning of that word is absolutely necessary;
indispensable. The Colorado Supreme Court referenced Merriam-Webster
Dictionary in the Hogan case that ‘essential’ means “of the upmost importance.”
Black’s Law Dictionary (6th edition) definition reads: “Indispensably necessary;
important in the highest degree; requisite. That which is required for the continued
existence of a thing.” The R.C. Assessor’s Office does not focus on the term of
absolutely, but does very much look at these cases and the improvements under the
terms of “necessary or indispensable” back to the use of the residentially improved
parcel.”
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Subject Property’s Applicability to the Res Land Definition
The Subject property is held in common ownership with the Petitioner’s residential improved
parcel next door as of the January 1st, 2022 assessment date and the two parcels physically touch.
Therefore, the Subject meets the first two criterion of continuity and identical ownership found in
the statutory definition.
As to a related improvement found on the Subject property, the assessor’s office in its inspection of
the Subject via aerials found the following; the parcel does provide access to the residential lot via a
driveway. The Petitioner is claiming the driveway improvement along with the power gate should
support a Residential classification.
One of the criteria used by the assessor’s office regarding cases such as this one, where a driveway
is present, is to determine if the driveway is an established secured access by either a deeded
easement or by way of the filed Plat. According to the Catamount Ranch Subdivision Plat a
common driveway easement is in place on lot 22 benefitting lot 21. This is expressly shown on the
plat Reception# 504825 and with a recorded driveway and utility easement Reception #504836.
The legislative intent of the term ‘Driveway’ was for property access not secured by either deeded
easement or recorded Plat easement. As is with this appeal, The Petitioner’s house parcel has
secured access to the property via the recorded Plat. Therefore, the actual driveway located on the
Subject lot under appeal is fundamentally owned by the Petitioner’s house parcel as the
“Benefitting Lot” to the easement; thus ownership of the Subject is not required to maintain this
access. Past BAA rulings on driveway easements have recognized this, with the subject lot of this
appeal being one of these ruling where only the acreage of the actual easement was entitled to the
Residential classification – 6.8% of the acreage.
The Petitioner’s residentially improved parcel is 6.41 acres and lies to the south of the Subject. The
Petitioner’s home is 8,475sf and includes an attached four-car garage.
The Subject does not contain any residential improvement that could be considered essential back
to the use of the residence next door. The Subject does contains a golf cart access trail for the
adjacent golf course (Parcel 2 Catamount Ranch LPSE) owned by Catamount Development, LLC.
The Ownership by the Petitioner of the Subject parcel does nothing to enhance or secure legal
access to the house parcel. Nor, does the Subject solve or mitigate any deficiencies of the house
parcel; the house parcel has secured, legal access.
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An aerial showing the Subject Lot 22, and the adjacent house parcel (lot 21) is shown below:
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A zoomed-in portion of the Catamount Ranch Plat showing the Subject below:
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A zoomed-in portion of the Catamount Ranch Plat showing the Subject driveway easement
below:

A copy of the Declaration of the Common Driveway easement for Lot 21 follows on the next
page.
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Appraiser’s Conclusion & Recommendation:
The question of judgement in this appeal case is does the Subject parcel solve an inadequacy of the
house parcel – or a dysfunction? While the driveway used to access the house parcel does cut across
the Subject, the fact that an easement for said driveway exists and that “The Easement shall be
appurtenant to the Benefitted Lot, shall run with the land and shall be a perpetual benefit to the
Benefitted Lot and perpetual burden on the Benefitted Lots.”
Because of this easement securing access to the house parcel, and there is no other improvement on
the Subject parcel to support the request to change the Subject’s classification back to Residential.
There is no inadequacy of the house parcel being fixed or mitigated by the Subject. Since the
driveway easement exists on the plat the Petitioner is not at risk for losing access to their property if
the Subject were to be sold off.
Regardless, there is not a related residential improvement to speak of to consider as essential back to
the house parcel, and the driveway itself is a legal appurtenance to the house parcel – an asset
belonging to and passing with the principal (house) property.
The Assessor’s Office recommendation is to deny the petitioner’s appeal to reclassify the subject to
Residential, while maintaining the current classification of Vacant Land.
Angela Finnegan
Routt County Assessor’s Office
License #CR100049189 exp 12/31/2023
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HOUSE BILL 21-1061

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gray, Duran, Kennedy, Roberts, Titone;
also SENATOR(S) Hansen, Moreno, Story.

CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-1-102, amend
(14.4)(a) as follows:
39-1-102. Definitions. As used in articles 1 to 13 of this title 39,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(14.4) (a) (I) "Residential land" means a parcel oreontigtrotrs-parcefs
of land under common ownership upon which residential improvements are
located. ancl-ttrat- is- trsed- as- a-unit- M- c-oniunetion-witir-the-rt-sidential
improvements located thereon. The term ALSO includes. parcels
ersnip

~csiacnuai imp

(A) The-ternrMr-hid-es Land upon which residential improvements

Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material added to existing law; dashes
through words or numbers indicate deletions from existing law and such material is not part of
the act.
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were destroyed by natural cause after the date of the last assessment as
established in section 39-1-104 (10.2);
(B) The teim also includcs Two acres or less of land on which a
residential improvement is located where the improvement is not integral
to an agricultural operation conducted on such land; AND
(C) A PARCEL OF LAND WITHOUT A RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT
LOCATED THEREON, IF THE PARCEL IS CONTIGUOUS TO A PARCEL OF
RESIDENTIAL LAND THAT HAS IDENTICAL OWNERSHIP BASED ON THE RECORD
TITLE AND CONTAINS A RELATED IMPROVEMENT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
USE OF THE RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON THE IDENTICALLY
OWNED CONTIGUOUS RESIDENTIAL LAND.
(II) The tcrni "RESIDENTIAL LAND" does not include any portion of
the land that is used for any purpose that would cause the land to be
otherwise classified, except as provided for in section 39-1-103 (10.5).
(III) AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (14.4):
(A) "CONTIGUOUS" MEANS THAT THE PARCELS PHYSICALLY TOUCH;
EXCEPT THAT CONTIGUITY IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY AN INTERVENING LOCAL
STREET, ALLEY, OR COMMON ELEMENT IN A COMMON-INTEREST COMMUNITY.
(B) "RELATED IMPROVEMENT" MEANS A DRIVEWAY, PARKING SPACE,
OR IMPROVEMENT OTHER THAN A BUILDING, OR THAT PORTION OF A
BUILDING DESIGNED FOR USE PREDOMINANTLY AS A PLACE OF RESIDENCY BY
A PERSON, A FAMILY, OR FAMILIES.
SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except
that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V
of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
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November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official
declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.
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2022
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: July 27, 2022 @ 2:00pm
Account#: R8173061

PIN#: 174909022

Owner of Record: JOSEPH T BACKURZ, JR LIVING TRUST & BARBARA H BACKURZ
LIVING TRUST
Legal Desc:

LOT 22 BLK 9 WILLETT HEIGHTS SUBD FILING 3

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2020

Assessment Date: January 1, 2022

Sales Collection Period: 24 months - from July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2020
2022 Original Assessor Value: $382,500; Classified as Vacant Land; Denied at 2022 assessor-level
appeal. Valuation is not being contested; appeal is for classification only.
Property Type: Vacant Land

Appeal Summary: The subject parcel is a .42-acre vacant lot, adjacent to the Petitioner’s
residentially improved parcel. Petitioner is appealing the classification assigned to the Subject
property for Tax Year 2022 of Vacant Land. Petitioner is requesting the subject property be
reclassified as Residential. Petitioner states on their appeal form that the subject parcel meets the
statutory definition of Residential Land as containing an essential improvement to the adjacent
residential lot.
The Petitioner’s appeal at the assessor-level was denied. The Subject property was inspected via
aerials and a site visit by the County Appraiser on July 20, 2022 in response to the filed protest. The
owner was not present for this inspection.
Discussion: During the 2021 Colorado Legislative session, House Bill 21-1061 was introduced and
subsequently signed into law by Governor Polis in April of 2021. The change in law taking affect
for the next property assessment date of January 1st, 2022. HB21-1061changed the statutory
definition of Residential Land for the purposes of property tax classification, as found in §39-1102(14.4)(a)(I). The focus of the changes made to the definition involved parcels of land without a
residential dwelling. The signed bill is made part of this report as Exhibit A. Similar to the old
definition, there are three criteria that need to be met for an otherwise vacant parcel to qualify for a
residential classification; those three criteria are summarized below:
a) Contiguous - the boundary line of the subject vacant parcel is physically touching the
improved residential parcel’s boundary line. However, contiguity is not interrupted by an
intervening local street, alley, or common element in a common-interest community.
b) Common Ownership – Identical ownership based on the record of title, between the vacant
parcel (subject) and improved parcel containing a residence.
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c) Use - The parcel without a residence contains a related improvement that is essential to the
use of the residential improvement next door. “Related Improvement” is further defined
within the statute to mean a driveway, parking space, or improvement other than a building,
or that portion of a building designed for use predominantly as a place of residency.
The biggest change in this statutory definition from the prior version is the criteria of Use, or how
the vacant parcel is used in connection with the house parcel. Removed from the statute was the
phrase “….used as a unit in conjunction with the [adjacent] residential improvement….” Replaced
by item ‘C’ above “a related improvement that is essential” to the adjacent residence. The key
word added is the term “essential”. This was deliberate as the former phrase for how the parcel is
used was very broad in meaning and the supreme court rulings rejected the Property Tax
Administrator’s direction to the assessors in the A.R.L. using the terms ‘integral’ and ‘likely to
convey together’ as part of the criteria as terms that were simply not a part of the statutory
language. Therefore, the word ‘essential’ was purposely chosen to establish an unmistakable high
degree of necessity to the use criteria of the related improvement; a use that is active rather than
passive in its character or nature. The legislative intent of the “related improvement” language
chosen was to be somewhat specific while putting some teeth to the use criteria of a non-dwelling
parcel in relation back to the house parcel.
Judgement of the Criteria
Two of the three criteria found in the statutory definition for an otherwise vacant parcel receiving the
Residential classification requires a subjective judgement on the part of the assessor’s office. The
ownership criteria is very much a factual determination and is based on the assessment date - as of
January 1st is the ownership of record identical – with variations allowed by statute for middle
initials, and full names vs. shorten names. The Subject is not in dispute on meeting the ownership
requirement. The second criteria of contiguous in the case of the subject parcel and the adjacent
house parcel is also straight forward as the two parcels touch along a common boundary line, so the
criteria of Continuity is clear and conclusive. This leaves the third criteria of a related improvement
essential to the house parcel – this criteria is always a judgment call for the assessor’s office; this has
not changed from the prior definition and the new definition. It is something highly subjective, and
should only be determined on a case-by-case basis. The policy or standard established by the Routt
County Assessor as it pertains to the vacant-contiguous parcels for the third criteria of a related
improvement essential to the adjoining residence is this:
Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel? A house without secured access is a dysfunction, and thus the need
to control the parcel with the driveway is considered essential is one example. A
house or condo without adequate parking available is another; if the only room for a
garage or parking is across the alley on another lot, owning and using that second
parcel in that capacity solves a dysfunction of the house parcel and therefore would
be considered ‘essential’. A house without adequate yard space, and the vacant
parcel next door is developed into a functioning landscape to serve as the home’s
primary yard space can be looked at as solving an inadequacy of the house parcel
and its lack of an appropriate yard area.
The judgment is against the property, not the owner. Example: a house with a 3car garage is certainly providing adequate parking to a single-family residence.
However, a particular owner with a large RV, a ski boat and fishing dory may find
Routt County Assessor’s Office – C.B.O.E. report
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this 3-car garage house and its driveway is inadequate for his need or desire to house
his recreational toys and feel the need to have a secondary garage on a second lot,
and consider that essential to him owning a residence. The focus of these judgements
is on the real estate, not the owner. Thus the question in these cases to be answered
is: Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel (real estate)? The standard given by the statutory language is
‘essential’. A simple dictionary meaning of that word is absolutely necessary;
indispensable. The Colorado Supreme Court referenced Merriam-Webster
Dictionary in the Hogan case that ‘essential’ means “of the upmost importance.”
Black’s Law Dictionary (6th edition) definition reads: “Indispensably necessary;
important in the highest degree; requisite. That which is required for the continued
existence of a thing.” The R.C. Assessor’s Office does not focus on the term of
absolutely, but does very much look at these cases and the improvements under the
terms of “necessary or indispensable” back to the use of the residentially improved
parcel.”

Subject Property’s Applicability to the Res Land Definition
The Subject property is held in common ownership with the Petitioner’s residential improved
parcel next door as of the January 1st, 2022 assessment date and the two parcels physically touch.
Therefore, the Subject meets the first two criterion of continuity and identical ownership found in
the statutory definition.
As to a related improvement found on the Subject property, the assessor’s office in its inspection of
the Subject found the following; the parcel is entirely vacant with no improvements that would be
accepted as essential. The Petitioner claims they purchased the Subject in order to protect their view
and limit development on the Subject. The Petitioner also mentions they have added an irrigation
system to the lot that qualifies as significant landscaping. The assessor’s office disagrees with this
claim as routine mowing and watering does not equate to significant landscaping and is inconsistent
with other properties reviewed. The Petitioner has also mentioned they are in the process of
combining both lots meaning they also realize the chance there is no residential improvement
located on the property that would support a change back to residential.
The house parcel is .48acres and contains a 2,468sf house. The yard area of the house parcel is
approximately 15,000sf. From 2016 aerials it appears that the yard is only maintained up to the
shared lot line of the house and Subject parcel. Photos taken by the Petitioner also show the Subject
lacks any essential improvements and no landscaping elements can be seen. Aerials and photos
showing the relationship between the Subject and house parcel are shown on the following pages.
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2016 Aerial Showing Subject and House Parcel

2016 Aerial Showing Yard Space of House Parcel
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Below: View of House Parcel from Street (Left)………….View of Shared Lot Line (Right)

Below: Left to Right view of Subject (Left)…….View from Right to Left of Subject (Right)
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Appraiser’s Conclusion & Recommendation:
The question of judgement in this appeal case is does the Subject parcel have a related improvement
that solves an inadequacy of the house parcel – or a dysfunction? While the Subject does provide
some additional privacy or buffer zone, and potentially protects a view corridor by stopping
development through ownership control ,there is no residential improvement that exists on the
Subject to be considered for the ‘essential’ criteria. The Subject is left in a natural state. Because of
this the Subject cannot be considered to be an extension of the Petitioners yard, nor would it be
applicable as the house parcel already has sufficient yard space. The Assessor’s office understands
the desire to limit development and protect any views the improved parcel may have, ownership
control for the sake of a buffer zone or view protection does not meet the statutory language for a
Residential classification.
The Assessor’s Office recommendation is to deny the petitioner’s appeal to reclassify the subject to
Residential, while maintaining the current classification of Vacant Land.

Respectfully submitted,

Jordan Larsen,
County Appraiser
Routt County Assessor’s Office

Routt County Assessor’s Office – C.B.O.E. report

Gary Peterson
Elected Assessor
Certified Residential Appraiser
CR40021518 expires: 12/31/2023
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HOUSE BILL 21-1061

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gray, Duran, Kennedy, Roberts, Titone;
also SENATOR(S) Hansen, Moreno, Story.

CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-1-102, amend
(14.4)(a) as follows:
39-1-102. Definitions. As used in articles 1 to 13 of this title 39,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(14.4) (a) (I) "Residential land" means a parcel oreontigtrotrs-parcefs
of land under common ownership upon which residential improvements are
located. ancl-ttrat- is- trsed- as- a-unit- M- c-oniunetion-witir-the-rt-sidential
improvements located thereon. The term ALSO includes. parcels
ersnip

~csiacnuai imp

(A) The-ternrMr-hid-es Land upon which residential improvements

Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material added to existing law; dashes
through words or numbers indicate deletions from existing law and such material is not part of
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were destroyed by natural cause after the date of the last assessment as
established in section 39-1-104 (10.2);
(B) The teim also includcs Two acres or less of land on which a
residential improvement is located where the improvement is not integral
to an agricultural operation conducted on such land; AND
(C) A PARCEL OF LAND WITHOUT A RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT
LOCATED THEREON, IF THE PARCEL IS CONTIGUOUS TO A PARCEL OF
RESIDENTIAL LAND THAT HAS IDENTICAL OWNERSHIP BASED ON THE RECORD
TITLE AND CONTAINS A RELATED IMPROVEMENT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
USE OF THE RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON THE IDENTICALLY
OWNED CONTIGUOUS RESIDENTIAL LAND.
(II) The tcrni "RESIDENTIAL LAND" does not include any portion of
the land that is used for any purpose that would cause the land to be
otherwise classified, except as provided for in section 39-1-103 (10.5).
(III) AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (14.4):
(A) "CONTIGUOUS" MEANS THAT THE PARCELS PHYSICALLY TOUCH;
EXCEPT THAT CONTIGUITY IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY AN INTERVENING LOCAL
STREET, ALLEY, OR COMMON ELEMENT IN A COMMON-INTEREST COMMUNITY.
(B) "RELATED IMPROVEMENT" MEANS A DRIVEWAY, PARKING SPACE,
OR IMPROVEMENT OTHER THAN A BUILDING, OR THAT PORTION OF A
BUILDING DESIGNED FOR USE PREDOMINANTLY AS A PLACE OF RESIDENCY BY
A PERSON, A FAMILY, OR FAMILIES.
SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except
that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V
of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
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November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official
declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.
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2022
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: July 27, 2022 @ 2:30pm
Account#: R4214236

PIN#: 142800016

Owner of Record: STEAMBOAT BOULEVARD, LLC
Legal Desc:

LOT 16 MOUNTAIN VIEW ESTATES F1

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2020

Assessment Date: January 1, 2022

Sales Collection Period: 24 months - from July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2020
2022 Original Assessor Value: $350,000; Classified as Vacant Land; Denied at 2022 assessor-level
appeal. Valuation is not being contested; appeal is for classification only.
Property Type: Vacant Land

Appeal Summary: The subject parcel is a .48-acre vacant lot, adjacent to the Petitioner’s
residentially improved parcel. Petitioner is appealing the classification assigned to the Subject
property for Tax Year 2022 of Vacant Land. Petitioner is requesting the subject property be
reclassified as Residential. Petitioner states on their appeal form that the subject parcel meets the
statutory definition of Residential Land as containing an essential improvement to the adjacent
residentially improved parcel.
The Petitioner’s appeal at the assessor-level was denied. The Subject property was inspected via
aerials and a drive-by inspection by the Assessor and County Appraiser on June 8th, 2022 in
response to the filed protest. The owner (petitioner) was not contacted for this site inspection.
Discussion: During the 2021 Colorado Legislative session, House Bill 21-1061 was introduced and
subsequently signed into law by Governor Polis in April of 2021. The change in law taking affect
for the next property assessment date of January 1st, 2022. HB21-1061changed the statutory
definition of Residential Land for the purposes of property tax classification, as found in §39-1102(14.4)(a)(I). The focus of the changes made to the definition involved parcels of land without a
residential dwelling. The signed bill is made part of this report as Exhibit A. Similar to the old
definition, there are three criteria that need to be met for an otherwise vacant parcel to qualify for a
residential classification; those three criteria are summarized below:
a) Contiguous - the boundary line of the subject vacant parcel is physically touching the
improved residential parcel’s boundary line. However, contiguity is not interrupted by an
intervening local street, alley, or common element in a common-interest community.
b) Common Ownership – Identical ownership based on the record of title, between the vacant
parcel (subject) and improved parcel containing a residence.
c) Use - The parcel without a residence contains a related improvement that is essential to the
use of the residential improvement next door. “Related Improvement” is further defined
Routt County Assessor’s Office – C.B.O.E. report
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within the statute to mean a driveway, parking space, or improvement other than a building,
or that portion of a building designed for use predominantly as a place of residency.
The biggest change in this statutory definition from the prior version is the criteria of Use, or how
the vacant parcel is used in connection with the house parcel. Removed from the statute was the
phrase “….used as a unit in conjunction with the [adjacent] residential improvement….” Replaced
by item ‘C’ above “a related improvement that is essential” to the adjacent residence. The key
word added is the term “essential”. This was deliberate as the former phrase for how the parcel is
used was very broad in meaning and the supreme court rulings rejected the Property Tax
Administrator’s direction to the assessors in the A.R.L. using the terms ‘integral’ and ‘likely to
convey together’ as part of the criteria as terms that were simply not a part of the statutory
language. Therefore, the word ‘essential’ was purposely chosen to establish an unmistakable high
degree of necessity to the use criteria of the related improvement; a use that is active rather than
passive in its character or nature. The legislative intent of the “related improvement” language
chosen was to be somewhat specific while putting some teeth to the use criteria of a non-dwelling
parcel in relation back to the house parcel.
Judgement of the Criteria
Two of the three criteria found in the statutory definition for an otherwise vacant parcel receiving the
Residential classification requires a subjective judgement on the part of the assessor’s office. The
ownership criteria is very much a factual determination and is based on the assessment date - as of
January 1st is the ownership of record identical – with variations allowed by statute for middle
initials, and full names vs. shorten names. The Subject is not in dispute on meeting the ownership
requirement. The second criteria of contiguous in the case of the subject parcel and the adjacent
house parcel is also straight forward as the two parcels touch along a common boundary line, so the
criteria of Continuity is clear and conclusive. This leaves the third criteria of a related improvement
essential to the house parcel – this criteria is always a judgment call for the assessor’s office; this has
not changed from the prior definition and the new definition. It is something highly subjective, and
should only be determined on a case-by-case basis. The policy or standard established by the Routt
County Assessor as it pertains to the vacant-contiguous parcels for the third criteria of a related
improvement essential to the adjoining residence is this:
Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel? A house without secured access is a dysfunction, and thus the need
to control the parcel with the driveway is considered essential is one example. A
house or condo without adequate parking available is another; if the only room for a
garage or parking is across the alley on another lot, owning and using that second
parcel in that capacity solves a dysfunction of the house parcel and therefore would
be considered ‘essential’. A house without adequate yard space, and the vacant
parcel next door is developed into a functioning landscape to serve as the home’s
primary yard space can be looked at as solving an inadequacy of the house parcel
and its lack of an appropriate yard area.
The judgment is against the property, not the owner. Example: a house with a 3car garage is certainly providing adequate parking to a single-family residence.
However, a particular owner with a large RV, a ski boat and fishing dory may find
this 3-car garage house and its driveway is inadequate for his need or desire to house
Routt County Assessor’s Office – C.B.O.E. report
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his recreational toys and feel the need to have a secondary garage on a second lot,
and consider that essential to him owning a residence. The focus of these judgements
is on the real estate, not the owner, and what is also typical for that neighborhood or
subdivision in regards to judging the property.
Thus the question in these cases to be answered is: Does the related improvement
solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of the house parcel (real estate)?
The standard given by the statutory language is ‘essential’. A simple dictionary
meaning of that word is absolutely necessary; indispensable. The Colorado
Supreme Court referenced Merriam-Webster Dictionary in the Hogan case that
‘essential’ means “of the upmost importance.” Black’s Law Dictionary (6th edition)
definition reads: “Indispensably necessary; important in the highest degree;
requisite. That which is required for the continued existence of a thing.” The R.C.
Assessor’s Office does not focus on the term of absolutely, but does very much look
at these cases and the improvements under the terms of “necessary or indispensable”
and “of the upmost importance” back to the use of the residentially improved parcel.

Subject Property’s Applicability to the Res Land Definition
The Subject property is held in common ownership with the Petitioner’s residential improved
parcel next door as of the January 1st, 2022 assessment date and the two parcels physically touch.
Therefore, the Subject meets the first two criterion of continuity and identical ownership found in
the statutory definition.
As to a related improvement found on the Subject property, the assessor’s office in its inspection of
the Subject found the following; a 2-track unimproved “driveway” does cut through the Subject,
Lot 16, to the back yard of the improved house parcel (Lot 15). The gravel “parking area”
referenced by the Petitioner is located on Lot 17 which is also under the same ownership as the
Subject and improved parcel. Since the gravel parking area is located on Lot 17 its area of roughly
550sf is irrelevant when discussing the Subject mitigating a dysfunction of the house parcel. The
Petitioner states this “driveway” is essential for large truck access for tree removal, roof
replacement and other landscaping improvements. Other improvements the Petitioner is claiming
are ‘essential’ are six trees located on the Subject which are used as a buffer for light pollution.
The house parcel is 0.44-acres and contains a 3,492sf house. The house does have a standard two
car garage with considerable driveway area. This lot, along with the subject backs up to 2.61acres
of Greenbelt that separates Mountain View Estates Subdivision and Fish Creek Meadows
Subdivision.
Aerials along with photos taken during the drive-by viewing of the property on June 8th are shown
on the following pages to demonstrate the relationship between the two parcels.
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Subject and Improved House Parcel 2016 Aerials

2016 Aerial showing Subject, Improved Parcel and Lot 17 with Surrounding Open Spaces
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2016 Aerial showing driveway area of House Parcel

Photo showing view from “parking Area” on Lot 17 across Subject to House Parcel
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Appraiser’s Conclusion & Recommendation:
The question of judgement in this appeal case is does the Subject parcel have a related improvement
that solves or substantially mitigates an inadequacy of the house parcel – or a dysfunction? While the
2-track “driveway” does provide a convenient access to the back of the property it is certainly not
essential. Most every property does not have access for a large truck to service the back of their
property for tree removal, roof replacement or landscaping. Other methods are often utilized to
accomplish such tasks. This “driveway” is also not developed, it is nothing more than an unimproved
2-track trail; The gravel parking area referenced in Petitioner’s letter is located on Lot 17 meaning no
additional parking is provided by the Subject, nor would it solve an inadequacy of the house parcel.
With a two car garage and over 2,000sf of paved driveway area, the house can accommodate a
standard amount of parking. The few trees recently planted and mentioned by the Petitioner as
‘essential’ regarding light pollution mitigation appear to be located on Lot 17 (not under appeal). We
do not see this as an essential improvement either.
The Assessor’s Office conclusion is while the Subject parcel does provide a convenient access to the
backyard area of the parcel, this secondary access does not meet the standard of essential. If such a
secondary access was essential to a home it would be a common occurrence, and certainly not
something typical for the neighborhood. The Subject is very much raw land in its natural state.
The Assessor’s Office recommendation is to deny the petitioner’s appeal to reclassify the subject to
Residential, while maintaining the current classification of Vacant Land.

Respectfully submitted,

Jordan Larsen,
County Appraiser
Routt County Assessor’s Office
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Elected Assessor
Certified Residential Appraiser
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HOUSE BILL 21-1061

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gray, Duran, Kennedy, Roberts, Titone;
also SENATOR(S) Hansen, Moreno, Story.

CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-1-102, amend
(14.4)(a) as follows:
39-1-102. Definitions. As used in articles 1 to 13 of this title 39,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(14.4) (a) (I) "Residential land" means a parcel oreontigtrotrs-parcefs
of land under common ownership upon which residential improvements are
located. ancl-ttrat- is- trsed- as- a-unit- M- c-oniunetion-witir-the-rt-sidential
improvements located thereon. The term ALSO includes. parcels
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were destroyed by natural cause after the date of the last assessment as
established in section 39-1-104 (10.2);
(B) The teim also includcs Two acres or less of land on which a
residential improvement is located where the improvement is not integral
to an agricultural operation conducted on such land; AND
(C) A PARCEL OF LAND WITHOUT A RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT
LOCATED THEREON, IF THE PARCEL IS CONTIGUOUS TO A PARCEL OF
RESIDENTIAL LAND THAT HAS IDENTICAL OWNERSHIP BASED ON THE RECORD
TITLE AND CONTAINS A RELATED IMPROVEMENT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
USE OF THE RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON THE IDENTICALLY
OWNED CONTIGUOUS RESIDENTIAL LAND.
(II) The tcrni "RESIDENTIAL LAND" does not include any portion of
the land that is used for any purpose that would cause the land to be
otherwise classified, except as provided for in section 39-1-103 (10.5).
(III) AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (14.4):
(A) "CONTIGUOUS" MEANS THAT THE PARCELS PHYSICALLY TOUCH;
EXCEPT THAT CONTIGUITY IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY AN INTERVENING LOCAL
STREET, ALLEY, OR COMMON ELEMENT IN A COMMON-INTEREST COMMUNITY.
(B) "RELATED IMPROVEMENT" MEANS A DRIVEWAY, PARKING SPACE,
OR IMPROVEMENT OTHER THAN A BUILDING, OR THAT PORTION OF A
BUILDING DESIGNED FOR USE PREDOMINANTLY AS A PLACE OF RESIDENCY BY
A PERSON, A FAMILY, OR FAMILIES.
SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except
that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V
of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
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November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official
declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.
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2022
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: July 27, 2022 @ 3:00pm
Account#: R8171518

PIN#: 272900002

Owner of Record: SMITH, JOHN C. & GAIL A. (JT)
Legal Desc:

LOT 2, RANCH PRESERVE F2 SUBD .802AC

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2020

Assessment Date: January 1, 2022

Sales Collection Period: 24 months - from July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2020
2022 Original Assessor Value: $570,000; Classified as Vacant Land; Denied at 2022 assessor-level
appeal. Valuation is not being contested; appeal is for classification only.
Property Type: Vacant Land

Appeal Summary: The subject parcel is a 0.8-acre vacant lot, adjacent to the Petitioner’s
residentially improved parcel. Petitioner is appealing the classification assigned to the Subject
property for Tax Year 2022 of Vacant Land. Petitioner is requesting the subject property be
reclassified as Residential. Petitioner states on their appeal form that the subject parcel meets the
statutory definition of Residential Land as containing an essential improvement to the adjacent
residential lot.
The Petitioner’s appeal at the assessor-level was denied. The Subject property was inspected via
aerials and recorded documents in response to the filed protest. A site visit was also performed by
the County Appraiser on July 20, 2022. The owner was not contacted for this inspection.
Discussion: During the 2021 Colorado Legislative session, House Bill 21-1061 was introduced and
subsequently signed into law by Governor Polis in April of 2021. The change in law taking affect
for the next property assessment date of January 1st, 2022. HB21-1061changed the statutory
definition of Residential Land for the purposes of property tax classification, as found in §39-1102(14.4)(a)(I). The focus of the changes made to the definition involved parcels of land without a
residential dwelling. The signed bill is made part of this report as Exhibit B. Similar to the old
definition, there are three criteria that need to be met for an otherwise vacant parcel to qualify for a
residential classification; those three criteria are summarized below:
a) Contiguous - the boundary line of the subject vacant parcel is physically touching the
improved residential parcel’s boundary line. However, contiguity is not interrupted by an
intervening local street, alley, or common element in a common-interest community.
b) Common Ownership – Identical ownership based on the record of title, between the vacant
parcel (subject) and improved parcel containing a residence.
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c) Use - The parcel without a residence contains a related improvement that is essential to the
use of the residential improvement next door. “Related Improvement” is further defined
within the statute to mean a driveway, parking space, or improvement other than a building,
or that portion of a building designed for use predominantly as a place of residency.
The biggest change in this statutory definition from the prior version is the criteria of Use, or how
the vacant parcel is used in connection with the house parcel. Removed from the statute was the
phrase “….used as a unit in conjunction with the [adjacent] residential improvement….” Replaced
by item ‘C’ above “a related improvement that is essential” to the adjacent residence. The key
word added is the term “essential”. This was deliberate as the former phrase for how the parcel is
used was very broad in meaning and the supreme court rulings rejected the Property Tax
Administrator’s direction to the assessors in the A.R.L. using the terms ‘integral’ and ‘likely to
convey together’ as part of the criteria as terms that were simply not a part of the statutory
language. Therefore, the word ‘essential’ was purposely chosen to establish an unmistakable high
degree of necessity to the use criteria of the related improvement; a use that is active rather than
passive in its character or nature. The legislative intent of the “related improvement” language
chosen was to be somewhat specific while putting some teeth to the use criteria of a non-dwelling
parcel in relation back to the house parcel.
Judgement of the Criteria
Two of the three criteria found in the statutory definition for an otherwise vacant parcel receiving the
Residential classification requires a subjective judgement on the part of the assessor’s office. The
ownership criteria is very much a factual determination and is based on the assessment date - as of
January 1st is the ownership of record identical – with variations allowed by statute for middle
initials, and full names vs. shorten names. The Subject is not in dispute on meeting the ownership
requirement. The second criteria of contiguous in the case of the subject parcel and the adjacent
house parcel is also straight forward as the two parcels touch along a common boundary line, so the
criteria of Continuity is clear and conclusive. This leaves the third criteria of a related improvement
essential to the house parcel – this criteria is always a judgment call for the assessor’s office; this has
not changed from the prior definition and the new definition. It is something highly subjective, and
should only be determined on a case-by-case basis. The policy or standard established by the Routt
County Assessor as it pertains to the vacant-contiguous parcels for the third criteria of a related
improvement essential to the adjoining residence is this:
Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel? A house without secured access is a dysfunction, and thus the need
to control the parcel with the driveway is considered essential is one example. A
house or condo without adequate parking available is another; if the only room for a
garage or parking is across the alley on another lot, owning and using that second
parcel in that capacity solves a dysfunction of the house parcel and therefore would
be considered ‘essential’. A house without adequate yard space, and the vacant
parcel next door is developed into a functioning landscape to serve as the home’s
primary yard space can be looked at as solving an inadequacy of the house parcel
and its lack of an appropriate yard area.
The judgment is against the property, not the owner. Example: a house with a 3-car
garage is certainly providing adequate parking to a single-family residence.
Routt County Assessor’s Office – C.B.O.E. report
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However, a particular owner with a large RV, a ski boat and fishing dory may find
this 3-car garage house and its driveway is inadequate for his need or desire to house
his recreational toys and feel the need to have a secondary garage on a second lot,
and consider that essential to him owning a residence. The focus of these judgements
is on the real estate, not the owner, and what is also typical for that neighborhood or
subdivision in regards to judging the property.
Thus the question in these cases to be answered is: Does the related improvement
solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of the house parcel (real estate)?
The standard given by the statutory language is ‘essential’. A simple dictionary
meaning of that word is absolutely necessary; indispensable. The Colorado
Supreme Court referenced Merriam-Webster Dictionary in the Hogan case that
‘essential’ means “of the upmost importance.” Black’s Law Dictionary (6th edition)
definition reads: “Indispensably necessary; important in the highest degree;
requisite. That which is required for the continued existence of a thing.” The R.C.
Assessor’s Office does not focus on the term of absolutely, but does very much look
at these cases and the improvements under the terms of “necessary or indispensable”
and “of the upmost importance” back to the use of the residentially improved parcel.

Subject Property’s Applicability to the Res Land Definition
The Subject property is held in common ownership with the Petitioner’s residentially improved
parcel next door as of the January 1st, 2022 assessment date and the two parcels physically touch.
Therefore, the Subject meets the first two criterion of continuity and identical ownership found in
the statutory definition.
As to a related improvement found on the Subject property, the assessor’s office in its review &
subsequent inspection of the Subject found the following; a driveway occupies a small portion of
the Subject that serves both Lots 1 and 2 of the subdivision. The majority of the driveway occupies
the common area lot to the north of the Subject. This is the only identifiable improvement located
on the vacant subject, with the balance of the parcel being in a natural state.
In the inspection of the Plat and aerials photos, the Subject does provide (partially) the access to the
residentially improved lot owned by the Petitioner via a paved driveway. The Petitioner is claiming
this improvement along with a drainage ditch and wildfire mitigation work should support a
Residential classification. Petitioner also states that the term ‘Driveway’ is in the new language as
part of the qualifying improvements, and that the assessor should be taking the plain language of
the statute in to account. Petitioner also claims the assessor is substituting his own definition for
the term essential and putting undue emphasis on the word and an ‘extremely narrow definition of
the term….”
One of the criteria used by the assessor’s office regarding cases such as this one, where a driveway
is present, is to determine if the driveway is an established secured access by either a deeded
easement or by way of the filed Plat. According to the Plat for this subdivision, as well as a
separate Declaration of Common Driveway Easement, this common driveway benefits both Lots 1
& 2. The Declaration is submitted with this report as Exhibit A. It is an easement-appurtenant,
meaning it ‘runs with the land’ and is made part of that property.
Routt County Assessor’s Office – C.B.O.E. report
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The legislative intent of the term ‘Driveway’ was for property access not secured by either deeded
easement or recorded Plat easement. As is with this appeal, The Petitioner’s house parcel has
secured access to the property via the recorded Plat as well as a formal Declaration page recorded
separately. Therefore, the actual driveway located on the Subject lot under appeal is fundamentally
owned by the Petitioner’s house parcel as a “Benefitting Lot” to the easement; thus ownership of
the Subject is not required to maintain this access. Past BAA rulings on driveway easements have
recognized this, with a local case in Catamount Ranch ruling that only the acreage of the actual
easement was entitled to the Residential classification – about 6% of the acreage in that case.
The Petitioner also references this easement in their appeal, claiming the driveway to be essential.
The assessor’s office agrees that access to the house parcel is essential, however, the driveway
improvement cannot be considered essential as it is already an asset of the house parcel – belonging
to the house parcel as an appurtenance to the land in perpetuity. There is no gained benefit from the
Petitioner owning the Subject parcel in terms of this access or the improvement of the developed
paved driveway. Therefore, this improvement cannot be considered essential- Yes it is a driveway
and it is an improvement, but it’s not essential since it is already made part of the house parcel.
The Petitioner also mentions extensive wildfire mitigation was performed on both the Subject and
improved parcel as a means to reduce insurance rates along with a drainage ditch to direct snow
runoff from the improved parcel. The drainage ditch is also an easement via the filed Plat, this
easement mirrors the standard utility easements surrounding the property lines. This is a standard
easement-in-gross that goes along with every platted parcel (for utilities). The fact that a drainage
easement is also attached along these utilities easement lines provides logistics for utility and
natural runoff. This cannot be considered an essential improvement by any means, just as your
sewer line running through the easement of the lot 3 doors down would not. It is a right reserved on
the property to maintain good land-use development and likely required by the City Planning for
approval of the subdivision. Fire mitigation work is the removal of natural vegetation – this is not
an ‘improvement’ in real estate terms. Again, an insurance company is not going to require a person
to buy the vacant lot next to their house before insuring them.
The residentially improved parcel is 0.89-acres with a 4,889sf residence with an oversized 2-car
garage. The house & landscaped portion takes up about half the lot leaving the other half in its
natural state. The topography is similar to the Subject, both being steep lots sloping down towards
Burgess Creek Road. While the drainage system is located to the northeast of the house a drainage
system in not an essential improvement. The improved residential parcel and Subject do appear to
have wildfire mitigation per the photos provided by the Petitioner, but, in the event the Petitioner
did not own the Subject, an insurance company would not require mitigation of their neighbor’s lot.
This is also not an essential residential improvement. An aerial and photos from the July 20th
inspection are attached below to illustrate the relationship between the Subject’s driveway and the
improved parcel. A zoomed in portion of the Plat follows the pictures.
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2016 Aerials showing Subject (1855) and adjacent house parcel being built (1845)
(Best Resolution)

2019 Aerial Showing built house
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Below: View of Subject from Left to Right (Left) ………..View of Subject to house parcel (Right)

Below: View of Slope from the House (Left)….View looking down at Subject from House (Right)
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Portion of plat showing driveway easement
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Appraiser’s Conclusion & Recommendation:
The question of judgement in this appeal case is does the Subject parcel have a related improvement
that solves or substantially mitigates an inadequacy of the house parcel – or a dysfunction? While the
driveway is necessary for access there is not risk of the Petitioner losing access if they did not own
the Subject vacant lot. Because this driveway easement is an appurtenance to the house parcel, it is
fundamentally a part of the house parcel already, it cannot be considered an essential improvement of
the subject vacant lot back to the residential parcel. There no other improvement on the Subject
parcel to support the request to change the Subject’s classification back to Residential. There is no
inadequacy of the house parcel being fixed or mitigated by the Subject. The drainage ditch argument
is also difficult to support as essential since this is an easement in gross and very much the same as a
utility easement that is just a part of the real world logistics of approving a subdivision plat as a
standard requirement of city planning and building departments; and certainly not the intent of the
legislation. Since the property also has a natural slope, water will run down towards Burgess Creek
Road. Wildfire mitigation of the adjacent lot is also not essential, but it does help the insurance costs,
and an insurance company would not require maintenance of a neighboring lot under differing
ownership. Also while some mitigation has taken place a large amount of the lot is still in its natural
state and unmaintained.
The Assessor’s Office recommendation is to deny the petitioner’s appeal to reclassify the subject to
Residential, while maintaining the current classification of Vacant Land. The recommendation is the
entire parcel remains classified Vacant, as the Catamount Ranch ruling is inconsistent with how
properties are classified (and assessed) as a Unit, rather than divisions or components based on
easements.

Jordan Larsen
County Appraiser
Routt County Assessor’s Office
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Yellow Highlights are those of the Assessor

HOUSE BILL 21-1061

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gray, Duran, Kennedy, Roberts, Titone;
also SENATOR(S) Hansen, Moreno, Story.

CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-1-102, amend
(14.4)(a) as follows:
39-1-102. Definitions. As used in articles 1 to 13 of this title 39,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(14.4) (a) (I) "Residential land" means a parcel oreontigtrotrs-parcefs
of land under common ownership upon which residential improvements are
located. ancl-ttrat- is- trsed- as- a-unit- M- c-oniunetion-witir-the-rt-sidential
improvements located thereon. The term ALSO includes. parcels
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were destroyed by natural cause after the date of the last assessment as
established in section 39-1-104 (10.2);
(B) The teim also includcs Two acres or less of land on which a
residential improvement is located where the improvement is not integral
to an agricultural operation conducted on such land; AND
(C) A PARCEL OF LAND WITHOUT A RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT
LOCATED THEREON, IF THE PARCEL IS CONTIGUOUS TO A PARCEL OF
RESIDENTIAL LAND THAT HAS IDENTICAL OWNERSHIP BASED ON THE RECORD
TITLE AND CONTAINS A RELATED IMPROVEMENT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
USE OF THE RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON THE IDENTICALLY
OWNED CONTIGUOUS RESIDENTIAL LAND.
(II) The tcrni "RESIDENTIAL LAND" does not include any portion of
the land that is used for any purpose that would cause the land to be
otherwise classified, except as provided for in section 39-1-103 (10.5).
(III) AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (14.4):
(A) "CONTIGUOUS" MEANS THAT THE PARCELS PHYSICALLY TOUCH;
EXCEPT THAT CONTIGUITY IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY AN INTERVENING LOCAL
STREET, ALLEY, OR COMMON ELEMENT IN A COMMON-INTEREST COMMUNITY.
(B) "RELATED IMPROVEMENT" MEANS A DRIVEWAY, PARKING SPACE,
OR IMPROVEMENT OTHER THAN A BUILDING, OR THAT PORTION OF A
BUILDING DESIGNED FOR USE PREDOMINANTLY AS A PLACE OF RESIDENCY BY
A PERSON, A FAMILY, OR FAMILIES.
SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except
that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V
of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
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November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official
declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.
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Jennifer
We received your notice scheduling our hearing with the CBOE (County Board of Equalization)
on July 19, 2022.
I visited the Assessor’s office on that same date and spoke with Gary Peterson about the
possibility of bypassing the CBOE to go directly to a hearing with the BOAA (Board of
Assessment Appeals). He directed me to write an eMail to the County Commissioners stating
that we would like to initiate a Administrative Denial from the CBOE so that the appeal will go
directly to the BOAA.
Therefore, we ask the Routt Co Commissioners for an Administrative Denial on the appeal of the
Assessor’s determination of Lot #1 Fairway Meadows Block #3, Filing #3, Schedule number
R6254791.
If this notice is incomplete or needs other language, please respond with those additional
requirements.

Thank you

Scott Hoffner
1365 Steamboat Blvd
970-879-1559

Susan Hoffner
1365 Steamboat Blvd
303-775-9339
susanhoffner@gmail.com
Legal owner of subject property

2022
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: July 27, 2022 @ 3:30pm
Account#: R6254791

PIN#: 123003001

Owner of Record: HOFFNER, SUSAN
Legal Desc:

LOTS 1 & 2 BLK 3 FAIRWAY MEADOWS #3 PHASE ONE

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2020

Assessment Date: January 1, 2022

Sales Collection Period: 24 months - from July 1, 2018 thru June 30, 2020
Definition of Market Value: “The most probable price, as of a specified date, in cash, or in terms

equivalent to cash, or in other precisely revealed terms for which the specified property rights should
sell after reasonable exposure in a competitive market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, with
the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for self-interest, and assuming that
neither is under undue duress.” The Appraisal of Real Estate, 12th ed., 2001, page 22.

2022 Original Assessor Value: $1,592,190; adjusted to: $1,578,050 at the 2022 assessor-level appeal.
Valuation and classification are being contested; appeal is for classification only. No value estimate
has been provided. Petitioner has requested administrative denial.
Property Type: Recreation Land

Appeal Summary: The subject parcel is a .47-acre vacant lot, adjacent to the Petitioner’s
residentially improved parcel. Petitioner is appealing the classification assigned to the Subject
property for Tax Year 2022 of Vacant Land. Petitioner is requesting the subject property be
reclassified as Residential. Petitioner states on their appeal form that the subject parcel meets the
statutory definition of Residential Land as containing an essential improvement to the adjacent
residential lot.
The Petitioner’s appeal at the assessor-level was denied. The Subject property was inspected via
site visit by the Assessor and County Appraiser on June 8th, 2022 in response to the filed protest.
The owner (petitioner) was not present for this site inspection.
Discussion: During the 2021 Colorado Legislative session, House Bill 21-1061 was introduced and
subsequently signed into law by Governor Polis in April of 2021. The change in law taking affect
for the next property assessment date of January 1st, 2022. HB21-1061changed the statutory
definition of Residential Land for the purposes of property tax classification, as found in §39-1102(14.4)(a)(I). The focus of the changes made to the definition involved parcels of land without a
residential dwelling. The signed bill is made part of this report as Exhibit A. Similar to the old
definition, there are three criteria that need to be met for an otherwise vacant parcel to qualify for a
residential classification; those three criteria are summarized below:
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a) Contiguous - the boundary line of the subject vacant parcel is physically touching the
improved residential parcel’s boundary line. However, contiguity is not interrupted by an
intervening local street, alley, or common element in a common-interest community.
b) Common Ownership – Identical ownership based on the record of title, between the vacant
parcel (subject) and improved parcel containing a residence.
c) Use - The parcel without a residence contains a related improvement that is essential to the
use of the residential improvement next door. “Related Improvement” is further defined
within the statute to mean a driveway, parking space, or improvement other than a building,
or that portion of a building designed for use predominantly as a place of residency.
The biggest change in this statutory definition from the prior version is the criteria of Use, or how
the vacant parcel is used in connection with the house parcel. Removed from the statute was the
phrase “….used as a unit in conjunction with the [adjacent] residential improvement….” Replaced
by item ‘C’ above “a related improvement that is essential” to the adjacent residence. The key
word added is the term “essential”. This was deliberate as the former phrase for how the parcel is
used was very broad in meaning and the supreme court rulings rejected the Property Tax
Administrator’s direction to the assessors in the A.R.L. using the terms ‘integral’ and ‘likely to
convey together’ as part of the criteria as terms that were simply not a part of the statutory
language. Therefore, the word ‘essential’ was purposely chosen to establish an unmistakable high
degree of necessity to the use criteria of the related improvement; a use that is active rather than
passive in its character or nature. The legislative intent of the “related improvement” language
chosen was to be somewhat specific while putting some teeth to the use criteria of a non-dwelling
parcel in relation back to the house parcel.
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Judgement of the Criteria
Two of the three criteria found in the statutory definition for an otherwise vacant parcel receiving the
Residential classification requires a subjective judgement on the part of the assessor’s office. The
ownership criteria is very much a factual determination and is based on the assessment date - as of
January 1st is the ownership of record identical – with variations allowed by statute for middle
initials, and full names vs. shorten names. The Subject is not in dispute on meeting the ownership
requirement. The second criteria of contiguous in the case of the subject parcel and the adjacent
house parcel is also straight forward as the two parcels touch along a common boundary line, so the
criteria of Continuity is clear and conclusive. This leaves the third criteria of a related improvement
essential to the house parcel – this criteria is always a judgment call for the assessor’s office; this has
not changed from the prior definition and the new definition. It is something highly subjective, and
should only be determined on a case-by-case basis. The policy or standard established by the Routt
County Assessor as it pertains to the vacant-contiguous parcels for the third criteria of a related
improvement essential to the adjoining residence is this:
Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel? A house without secured access is a dysfunction, and thus the need
to control the parcel with the driveway is considered essential is one example. A
house or condo without adequate parking available is another; if the only room for a
garage or parking is across the alley on another lot, owning and using that second
parcel in that capacity solves a dysfunction of the house parcel and therefore would
be considered ‘essential’. A house without adequate yard space, and the vacant
parcel next door is developed into a functioning landscape to serve as the home’s
primary yard space can be looked at as solving an inadequacy of the house parcel
and its lack of an appropriate yard area.
The judgment is against the property, not the owner. Example: a house with a 3-car
garage is certainly providing adequate parking to a single-family residence.
However, a particular owner with a large RV, a ski boat and fishing dory may find
this 3-car garage house and its driveway is inadequate for his need or desire to house
his recreational toys and feel the need to have a secondary garage on a second lot,
and consider that essential to him owning a residence. The focus of these judgements
is on the real estate, not the owner. Thus the question in these cases to be answered
is: Does the related improvement solve (or mitigate) an inadequacy or dysfunction of
the house parcel (real estate)? The standard given by the statutory language is
‘essential’. A simple dictionary meaning of that word is absolutely necessary;
indispensable. The Colorado Supreme Court referenced Merriam-Webster
Dictionary in the Hogan case that ‘essential’ means “of the upmost importance.”
Black’s Law Dictionary (6th edition) definition reads: “Indispensably necessary;
important in the highest degree; requisite. That which is required for the continued
existence of a thing.” The R.C. Assessor’s Office does not focus on the term of
absolutely, but does very much look at these cases and the improvements under the
terms of “necessary or indispensable” back to the use of the residentially improved
parcel.”
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Subject Property’s Applicability to the Res Land Definition
The Subject property is held in common ownership with the Petitioner’s residential improved
parcel next door as of the January 1st, 2022 assessment date and the two parcels physically touch.
Therefore, the Subject meets the first two criterion of continuity and identical ownership found in
the statutory definition.
As to a related improvement located on the Subject property, the assessor’s office in its inspection
of the Subject found the following; the parcel contains a tennis court that is in poor condition. The
court has many cracks and the poles used to hold the net have been removed. The basketball hoop
also located on the right side of the tennis court is missing its netting as well giving the impression
the court has not been used or maintained for quite some time. During our inspection the Assessor’s
office also noticed it appeared the Subject was being staked out by the Petitioner. No other
improvements were found on the Subject to be classified as essential.
The house parcel is also .47acres and contains a 4,117sf home. The home has adequate yard space
and parking area with a 2,485sf drive way and 3 car garage. In front of the house parcel is also
.16acres of common area providing privacy from Steamboat Blvd. The house parcel also contained
a high quality basketball hoop located on the driveway. Both the Subject and house parcel back up
to a portion of the Rollingstone Ranch Golf Club golf course. Aerials and photos from the June 8th
site visit are shown on the following pages to demonstrate the relationship of the Subject and house
parcel.
Regarding the Subject parcels valuation, two vacant sales located across the street were used to set
land values during the time period, Lots 1 and 3 in the Fairway Place Subdivision. Lot 1 sold first
in September of 2018, early in the collection period for $700,500. Lot 3 sold in early 2020 near the
end of the period for $600,000. Both lots are right on the golf course similar to the Subject and
improved parcels. An aerial showing these two parcels in relation to the Subject and house parcel is
shown after the photos from the June 8th site visit.
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2016 Aerial Showing Subject and house parcel in relation to Golf Course

2016 Aerial showing Subject and House Parcel
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2016 Aerial showing house driveway area

Below: View of the Tennis Court (Left)

Closer view of the Tennis Court showing Cracks (Right)

Below: Zoomed in views of Cracks (Left and Right)
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Below: Cracks from removed netting poles (Left)

Below: View showing shared lot line from street,
House seen right of orange pole (Left)

Basketball hoop lacking netting (Right)

House Parcel from end of Driveway showing
higher end basketball hoop on far left (Right)

2016 Aerial showing Lots 1 and 3 Fairway Place in Relation to the Subject
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Appraiser’s Conclusion & Recommendation:
The question of judgement in this appeal case is does the Subject parcel solve an inadequacy of the
house parcel – or a dysfunction? The tennis court occupying the subject is in poor condition as seen
from photos from the June 8th site visit. With none of the necessary equipment installed on the tennis
court to allow it to function as a proper court, and the surface in disrepair, it is clear the parcel is not
being used or maintained. While a basketball hoop may still be used without the netting, the
Petitioner does have a much nicer hoop located on the driveway of the house parcel. It would be
inappropriate to say that either of these elements are essential improvements back to the house parcel.
The Assessor’s office already assigned a 50% functional obsolescence factor to the tennis court to
account for the poor condition and feel this adjustment shows the actual value of the improvement.
There are no other elements supported by the Subject that would be solving an inadequacy of the
house parcel. Again we make these determinations against the real estate and not the uses of the
owner. While a tennis court may be essential to the Petitioner, very few properties have a private
tennis court, and we don’t think anyone could ever consider a tennis court as an essential
improvement to a single-family residence.
The Assessor’s Office recommendation is to deny the petitioner’s appeal to reclassify the subject to
Residential, while maintaining the current classification of Residential Land as well as the current
value.

Respectfully submitted,

Jordan Larsen
County Appraiser
Routt County Assessor’s Office
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Elected Assessor
Certified Residential Appraiser
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Yellow Highlights are those of the Assessor

HOUSE BILL 21-1061

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gray, Duran, Kennedy, Roberts, Titone;
also SENATOR(S) Hansen, Moreno, Story.

CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF RESIDENTIAL LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROPERTY TAX CLASSIFICATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-1-102, amend
(14.4)(a) as follows:
39-1-102. Definitions. As used in articles 1 to 13 of this title 39,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(14.4) (a) (I) "Residential land" means a parcel oreontigtrotrs-parcefs
of land under common ownership upon which residential improvements are
located. ancl-ttrat- is- trsed- as- a-unit- M- c-oniunetion-witir-the-rt-sidential
improvements located thereon. The term ALSO includes. parcels
ersnip

~csiacnuai imp

(A) The-ternrMr-hid-es Land upon which residential improvements

Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material added to existing law; dashes
through words or numbers indicate deletions from existing law and such material is not part of
the act.
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were destroyed by natural cause after the date of the last assessment as
established in section 39-1-104 (10.2);
(B) The teim also includcs Two acres or less of land on which a
residential improvement is located where the improvement is not integral
to an agricultural operation conducted on such land; AND
(C) A PARCEL OF LAND WITHOUT A RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT
LOCATED THEREON, IF THE PARCEL IS CONTIGUOUS TO A PARCEL OF
RESIDENTIAL LAND THAT HAS IDENTICAL OWNERSHIP BASED ON THE RECORD
TITLE AND CONTAINS A RELATED IMPROVEMENT THAT IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
USE OF THE RESIDENTIAL IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON THE IDENTICALLY
OWNED CONTIGUOUS RESIDENTIAL LAND.
(II) The tcrni "RESIDENTIAL LAND" does not include any portion of
the land that is used for any purpose that would cause the land to be
otherwise classified, except as provided for in section 39-1-103 (10.5).
(III) AS USED IN THIS SUBSECTION (14.4):
(A) "CONTIGUOUS" MEANS THAT THE PARCELS PHYSICALLY TOUCH;
EXCEPT THAT CONTIGUITY IS NOT INTERRUPTED BY AN INTERVENING LOCAL
STREET, ALLEY, OR COMMON ELEMENT IN A COMMON-INTEREST COMMUNITY.
(B) "RELATED IMPROVEMENT" MEANS A DRIVEWAY, PARKING SPACE,
OR IMPROVEMENT OTHER THAN A BUILDING, OR THAT PORTION OF A
BUILDING DESIGNED FOR USE PREDOMINANTLY AS A PLACE OF RESIDENCY BY
A PERSON, A FAMILY, OR FAMILIES.
SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except
that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V
of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
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November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official
declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.
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